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ADOPTION OF THE REPORT OF THE BOARD TO THE TWENTY-SECOND SESSION OF THE GENERAL 
ASSEMBLY (ID/B/L.12 and Add.l-lO)  (continued) 

The PRESIDENT stated that amendments and suggestions submitted by 

members of the Board would henceforth be accepted by the Rapporteur if they 

corresponded to the actual situation as shown in the relevant summary records. 

Consequently,  the text of the report would be adopted subject to such changes as 

the Rapporteur might deem acceptable after the necessary checking. 

Document ID/B/L.12/Ac!d.l (continued) 

Page 6,   fourth paragraph 

The paragraph was approved. 

Page 7>  first paragraph 

The paragraph was apnroved. 

Page 7,  second paragraph 

Mr. SANCHEZ (Cuba) recalled that his delegation had emphasized the 

dangers of private investment and had stressed that assistance must be provided 

only to the public sector.    It wished its position to be duly recorded in the report. 

The san» applied to the following paragraph. 

Mr. LOBANOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) pointed out that the 

delegations mentioned in the first sentence of the paragraph were actually the 

same ones as were referred to in the penultimate sentence.    Moreover,  those 

delegations had advocated directive planning, rather than "indicative" or 

"recommendatory" planning. 

Mr. CESAIRE (France) said he did not believe that there could be State 

planning by United Nations bodies.    The passage in question should be reworded. 

The paragraph was approved. 

Page 7,  third paragraph, and page C.  first and second paragraphs 

The paragraphs were approved. 

/... 
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Page 8,  third paragraph 

Mrs. ..SOLOMON (Trinidad and Tobago) proposed that the words "Some 

delegations thoughb while the programme to te dravm up for the rest of I967 and 

for I96.3 should te action-oriented.,   it should also..." should be replaced by 

"Most delegations though* that in the future UNIDO' s work programme must be 

actio.-i-oriented mid based essentially on the specific needs of Governments.    The 

programs  f-r 1^7 and 1968, h-weve:',   should also..." 

The paragraph was approved. 

Pa/re g,  fourth end f*ftn paragraphs,  and pa^e o first paragraph 

The paragraphe were approved. 

Page r>>   secano raragranh 

Mr. VLADOV (Bulgaria) proposed that the words "others the social 

effects  of industrialization" should be replaced by "others suggested that the 

social aspects of industrialisation should be studied and taken into account when 

planning and implementing programmes and projects of industrialisation". 

The paragraph was annrovpd. 

Page 9,  third na rastra nh 

Mr.  EANCHEZ  (Cuta) recalled that his delegation had opposed the use 

of private industriel finance institutions. 

The paragraph was approved. 

Page 10.   first paragraph 

Mr. AM.MEK (Czechoslovakia) proposed that the words "training of 

technical and other personnel« shuuld be replaced by "training of managerial, 

technical and othrr qualified personnel" and that the words «as well as the 

transfer of technical knowledge and experience" should be added at the end of the 
paragraph. 

The para^ra^h wag approved. 

/ • • • 
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Paragraph 10, second paragraph 

The paragraph was approvpfl. 

Pago 10, third paragraph 

Irs. SOLOMON (Trinidad and Tobago) proposed that the following sentence 

shoiad be ac.dcti nt the end of the paragraph: "in setting the priorities for his 

programme of research, the Executive Director should avoid undertaking projects 

in thoce areas where UNIDO can draw on the studies in hand in other parts of the 

United Nations and in other international organizations." 

The p'raps,m '.rai aopr-'ved. 

Page 10, fourth paragraph 

Mr. ST^BRAi^ (United States of America! proposed that the word 

"supporting" should be inserted before the words "research activities" at the end 

of the paragraph. 

Mr. CT.UMIDB (Nigeria) felt that the reference to "a proper balance 

between operational and research activities" placed the two types of activity on 

the same footing. 

Mr. A^JED (Pakistan) suggested that tfee words "of the developing 

countries" should be inserted after the word "industrialization". 

Mr. LP*».NOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that he iras 

quite satisfied with the present wording of the paragraph, which was a faithful 

account of the debate. 

The paragraph was approved. 

Page 10, fifth paragraph 

Miss PEA3 (United Kingdom) stated that the term "some delegations" in the 

second sentence should not be taken to include the United Kingdom. 

The paragraph was approved. 

Page llj first and second paragraphs 

Mr. BRADLEY (Argentina) recalled that the paragraphs on research were in 

principle to have been combined in a single text. 
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Mr. REGO MONTEIRO (Brazil) pointed out that the first paragraph 

essentially reflected the position of his delegation, which would therefore prefer 

it to be maintained in its present form. 

The paragraphs vere approved. 

Page 11, third paragraph 

Mr. ADAMEK (Czechoslovakia) proposed that the word "economy" in the 

English text should be replaced by the word "population" or "society". 

The paragraph was approved. 

Page 12. first paragraph 

The paragraph was approved. 

Page 12, second paragraph 

Mr. BRADLEY (Argentina) proposed that the words "in general" in the 

second sentence of the paragraph should be replaced by "in many cases" and that the 

last sentence in the English text should be expanded to bring It into line with 

the French and Spanish versions. 

Mr. DAHDIDEN (Switzerland) proposed that the following text should be 

added at the end of the paragraph: "One delegation expressed the wish that UNIDO, 

in concert with certain other United Nations organizations, should contribute to 

the creation of regional markets which would constitute the primary natural outlets 

for many products of industrialization." 

The paragraph was approved. 

Page 12. third paragraph 

The paragraph was unprnvort 

Page 12. fourth paragraph 

hSr'  ADAME^ (Czechoslovakia) proposed that the words "It vat generally 

agreed" should be replaced by "Many delegations pointed out". The *wo sentences 

in the paragraph were somewhat contradictory in their present form. 

The paragraph was approved. 
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Page 12, fifth and sixth paragraphs 

The paragraphs were approved. 

Pape 1?, first paragraph 

Mr. AHMED (Pakistan) proposed that the word "several" in the third sentence 

should "be replaced by the words "some other". 

Mr. DUMITRBSCU (Romania) proposed that, in the last sentence, the phrase 

"having regard to the opinions stated above" should be inserted after the word 

"Accordingly" and that the word "all" should be inserted before the words "the 

demands". 

The paragraph was approved» 

Pase 131 second and third paragraphs 

The paragraphs were approved. 

Page l1». first paragraph 

Mr. ERNST (France) said he thought that the first sentence was obscure. 

It might be improved if the words "chemical industries" were replaced by "Chemical 

Industries Unit". 

The paragraph was approved. 

Page 1^, second to fifth paragraphs, and page 15. first paragraph 

The paragraphs were approved. 

Page 15. second paragraph 

Mr. BRADY (Canada) thought that the second paragraph on page 15 should 

logically follow the fifth paragraph on page Ik, 

The paragraph was approved. 

Page 15, third to fifth paragraphs 

The paragraphs were approved. 

/ • •• 
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Page 16,  first paragraph 

Mr. STIBMVY (United States of America) proposed that the words "by 

sending expert UNÏDO-based missions" in the first sentence should be replaced by 

the words "and of sending to the field expert missions when requested". 

The paragraph was approved. 

Page 16,  second to fifth paragraphs 

The paragraphs were approved. 

Page 171 first paragraph 

Mr. REGO MONTEIRO (Brazil) proposed that, in the second sentence, the 

adjective "functional" should be replaced by "administrativeM and the word "over- 
all" by "policy". 

The paragraph was approved. 

p)/B/L.12/Add.l (International Symposium on Industrial Development) 
Paragraphs 1-5 

Paragraphs 1-3 were approved. 

Paragraph k 

In reply to a consent by Mr. BRADY (Canada), Mr. MBAÏE (Guinea), 

Rapporteur, said that h» would try to give in paragraph 1» a more balanced account of 

the statements made by the representatives of specialized agencies. 
Paragraph k was  approved. 

Paragraph 5 

Mr. ADAMEK (Czechoslovakia) proposed that the words "for example, at 

Geneva" should be inserted after the words "at another site" in the last sentence, 

that the words »in view of the present situation in the host country" should be 

added at the end of that sentence, that the last sentence should be placed 

immediately after the first sentence, and that a sentence reading:    «One delegation 

stated that the assurances given by the observer from the host country had not 

dispelled its misgivings" should be added at the end of the paragraph. 
Paragraph ^ wan approved. 
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Paragraphs 6-8 

Paragraphs 6-8 were approved. 

Paragraph 9 

Mr. REGO MONTBIRO (Brazil) proposed that the following sentence should be 

inserted before the last sentence:    "In addition, it was requested that the 

memorandum distributed on this subject  (ID/B/L.13) should be brought to the 

attention of the Symposium as an official document of the Board." 

Paragraph 9 was approved« 

Paragraph 10 

Mr. VLADOV (Bulgaria) proposed that the following sentence should be 

added at the end of the paragraph:    "Two delegations suggested that the social 

aspects of industrial development should be considered." 

Paragraph 10 was approved. 

Paragraph 11 

Paragraph 11 was approved. 

Paragraph 12 

Mr. ADAMEK (Czechoslovakia) proposed that the words "one representative" in 

the first sentence should be replaced by the words "some representatives" i he also 

proposed that the word "He" at the beginning of the second sentence should be 

replaced by "One representative". 

Paragraph 12 was approved. 

Paragraphs 13-17 

Paragraphs 13-17 were approved» 

Document ID/B/L.12/Add.l. as a whole, was approved. 

Document IP/B/L.12/Add.3 

First paragraph 

Mr. STIBRAVY (United States of America) proposed that there should be a 

full stop after the words "especially for 1967" in the fourth sentence and that the 

A- 
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(Mr. Stlbraw. United States) 

word "since" should te deleted.    The words following the word "since" would remain 
uncharged and form a nev sentence. 

The paragraph was approved. 

Second to fourth paragraphs 

The paragraphs were approved. 

Fifth paragraph 

Mr. STTORAVY (United States of America) proposed that in the first 

sentence the word "supporting" should be inserted before "industrial research". 

Miss DEAS (United Kingdom) proposed that in the second sentence the words 

"a certain amount of" should be inserted before "research w3rk". 

Mr.  RHGO MDWEIRQ (Brazil) considered that the expression "feasibility 

studies" in the third seltene, was toe restrictivo and that a text should be drafted 

which tocx more s,oount   f the negotiations and discussions that hod taken place 

on the subject durine the cmsi.k.rer.ion of draft resolution ID/B/L.1?. 

The paragraph was approved. 

Sixth paragraph 

Mr, yERNAHDIH& (Peru) proposed that in the first sentence the words "Two 

delegations" should be replaced by "Some delegations''. 

The paragraph was approved. 

Seventh and eighth paragraphs 

The paragraphe were approve. 

Ifinth to twelfth paragraphs 

^,MUZIX (Chechoslovakia) proposed that the paragraphs should he replaced 
by the following text: 

A- 
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(Mr« Muzik, Czechoslovakia) 

nAt its meeting of 25 April 1967# the Sessional Committee decided to 

discuss item 6 first.    Since the papers proposed by the various groups of 

countries were not official documents, the Committee further decided to 

consider then in informal discussions without summary records, with the  aim to 

achieve a compromise text.    The Sessional Committee resumed iti; meetings on 

1 May 1967 and stated that owing to lack of time it had been unable to finalize 

an agreement on a draft resolution on agenda items 5 and 6 and to transmit to 

the Board for further consideration the various papers on those items, formal 

and informal, which it had before it." 

To that text should be added the statement he had made as Chairman of the 

Sessional Committee as reported in the summary record (ID/B/SR.27> p» 6), altering 

the first line so that it began with the words "The Chairman of the Sessional 

Committee said", replacing the word "first" by "second" and deleting the words "as 

one delegation had said" in the penultimate line. 

The ninth to twelfth paragraphs were approved. 

Document ID/B/L.12/Add.3y  as a whole, was approved. 

Document ID/B/L.lg/Aid.U 

Mr. RODRIGUEZ (Philippines) said that the docume^    symbol "ID/B/L.7
H 

should read "ID/B/L.8" and proposed that in the seventh line, after the words "the 

structure of UNIDO", the words "the establishment in due course of regional and 

sub-regional centres" should be inserted. 

The paragraph was approved. 

Second to seventh paragraphs 

The paragraphs were approved. 

Eighth paragraph 

Mr. LOBANOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) proposed that the 

beginning of the first sentence should be amended to read:    "While some delegations 

made statements in favour of decentralization, some other delegations believed that 

UHIDO should have a strong central structure at this stage of its activities...". 

The paragraph was approved. 
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Ninth to eleventh paragraphs 

The paragraphs were approved» 

Twelfth to fifteenth pwrR^r^ha 

Hiss PEAS (United Kingdom) proposed that the beginning of the third 

sentence of paragraph 12 should be an*nded to read:    "In his view, UOTDO was not an 

action-oriented organization, but a promotional organization",  and that a paragraph 

should te added at the end of the document reading as follows:    "Some delegations, 

in consenting on the Executive Director's statement, expressed concern at certain 

aspects of his approach,  in particular his statement that he did not see UNIDO as an 

action-oriented organization". 

Mr. ABDEL-RAHMATj (Executive Director) felt that to quote a sentence out of 

context was likely to distort the meaning of his statement on the matter and that it 

would be preferable to include the text of his statement in the report in extenso. 

Kr.  PEGO «DHTEIBO (Brazil),  supported by Mr. GUPTA (indi,),  proposed that 

tto following B^ence ehould be add,c *t the end of the united Kingdom amendment: 

Other delegations, however, supported the interpretation put forth by the Executive 
Director". 

ÎÎLî-OIL"_;PS (Nigeria), supported by Mr. AHMED (Pakistan), said that he was 

not opposed to the amendments put forward by the delegations of the United Kingdc* 

and Brazil, but that they would be of more obvious use if the full text of the 

Executive Director's statement were included in the report. 

Mr. STIBRAVY (United States of America) reminded the Board of the 

comments made by his delegation after the Executive Director had made the statement 
in question (ID/B/SR.23). 

The twelfth to fifteenth Paraphs were ararne. 

Document ID/B/F.-IP/MH .k,   as a whole. m „^^ , 

/... 
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Document ID/B/L.lg/Add.5 

Mr. WOODWARD (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations) 

said that he had submitted some amendments to the Rapporteur. 

Document IP/3/L.12/Add.5,  a?  a whole, was approved. 

Document ID/B/L. 12/Adel.ó 

NT. STI3RAVY (Uniteci States of Anerica) said  that in the first line of 

the  last paragraph on page 2 the words "the delegates" should be replaced by 

"many delegations".    In the penultimate paragraph, on page 6, the words "In an 

effort to accomodate divergent views" should be deleted from the  first line. 

Mr. ERPST (France)  said that since many delegations, particularly those 

of France and the USSR, had advocated that operational activities should be 

financed ar far as possible by voluntary contributions, it might be a good idea 

to  include a paragraph tc  that effect in the report. 

Mr. C^CO^DI  (Iran), noting that some delegations had expressed a desire 

for  the E::7~ve  Director to  consider the  possibility of UÎIITO obtaining finance 

from priv,   e -arces, vas  surprised that there was no  reference to the fact in 

the  part or   V-  rep- rt under discucsion. 

Do can: ,.t_ - ;-«-'l,.lg/Adc.ó, as a v:holeT was approved. 

Ttocument IP/B¡L • 1 q Add .7 

Agenda i te TI ¿ 

Mr. R~!00 M3PT3IB0 (Brsi.il) considered that the rapporteur should make it 

clear in the first line of the first paragraph who had requested the Executive 

Director to prepare a report.    The passage might read "The Board considered that 

the Executive Director should draw up...", if it had been a decision of the Board, 

or "Some delegations considered that the Executive Director should be requested 

to draw up...", if that was not the case. 

Apenàa item 11 

Miss PEAS (United Kingdom) said that the representative of the 

Netherlands had made a very important statement during the debate on agenda 

item 11.    Perhaps it should be noted in the report. 

Document IP/n/T..12/Add.7. as o whole, was approved. 
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Document ID/B/L. 12/Add.8 

I-ir. ERNST (France) pointed out that there was no reference to the final 

debate on the ¿emission of non-governmental organizations as observers 

(ID/B/SR.37). 

Document IP/3/L.12/Add.8,  as a whole, vas approved. 

Document ID/3/L.12/Add.9 

Mr. MUZIK (Czechoslovakia) proposed that the first paragraph should be 

retained and the rest of the document deleted and replaced by the following text: 

"The Board had before  it three draft resolutions (ID/B/L.!! sponsored 

by the delegations of the Ivory Coast and the Philippines, ID/B/L.17, 

originally sponsored by the delegations of Jordan, Nigeria and Sudan, and 

ID/B/L.19,  sponsored by the delegations of Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia and the 

Union of Goviot Socialist Republics) and later the amendments  to ID/B/L.17 

by the delegations of Czechoslovakia (ID/B/L.23) and Somalia (ID/B/L.2U), as 

well as a number of oral amendments and sub-amendments by some other 

delegations.    The sponsors of document ID/S/L.11 withdrew their proposal. 

Although  some amendments  and sub-amendments were accepted by the sponsors of 

draft proposals, further discussion showed that it would not be easy in the 

plenary meeting of the Board to reconcile all positions.    Therefore, an 

informal group comprising the sponsors of the remaining resolutions and those 

delegations which proposed amendments met again.    After lengthy negotiations, 

the sponsors of ID/B/L.1? submitted a new text (ID/B/L.17/RCV.1) agreed by 

the informal group.    However, in further discussions, the following oral 

amendments were submitted: 

(a) Proposal of Trinidad and Tobago supported by the United Kingdom 

to substitute the word 'primarily» by »essentially1 in the first sentence 

of operative paragraph 1. 

(b) Proposal of Brazil supported by Somalia to substitute operative 

paragraph II (H) by the following: 

•UNIDO shall co-operate with the United Nations regional economic 

commissions and the United Nations Economic and Social Office in 

Beirut, assist the regional and sub-regional economic groupings and 

mmk 
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(Mr. Muzik, Czechoslovakia) 

co-operate with them at the request of the Governments concerned in the 

elaboration and/or implementation of national or multinational 

programmes and projects  in the developing countries.' 

After an exchange of views between the sponsors of the above amendments, 

the sponsors of draft resolution Iü/ß/L.lT/Rev.l and an agreement of the 

delegations which were parties  to the above agreement, the Board adopted 

unanimously the resolution as amended. 

With reference to paragraph II (E) of this resolution, it vas the 

understanding of the Board that the promotional role of UNIDO would consist, 

in particular, of encouraging the building up of the productive industrxal 

forces of the developing countries and the mobilization of national and 

international resources for the promotion of their industrialization.    UNIDO 

should become a kind of central co-operative pool through which it is 

possible to draw on the reserves of experience, technical knowledge and 

tangible resources of both the developed and developing countries. 

The Board agreed that, in the exercise of its functions, and in 

particular with respect to paragraph 2 (a) (xi) of General Assembly 

resolution 2152 (XXI), UNIDO shall pay due regard to the provisions oí 

General Assembly resolution 2158 (XXI) on the permanent sovereignty over 

natural resources. 
in exnlainxng its vote the delegation of the Ivory Coast stated that in 

its understanding operative paragraph II (H) relating to  -regional and 

sub-regional economic groupings' meant those groupings existing in Africa, 

Asia and Latin America. 
in explaining his vote, the representative of Switzerland stated that 

if a vote paragraph by paragraph had been taken, his delegation would have 

abstained on operative paragraphs II (E) and II (F) (vii). 

The representative of Bulgaria, on behalf of the other co-sponsors of 

document ID/B/L.19, informed the Board that the co-sponsors did not insist 

on voting their draft resolution and requested to include it in the Report 

of the Board.    It was so decided." 

Mrs. SOLOMON (Trinidad and Tobago) pointed out that the F oposal 

referred to in sub-paragraph (a) of the Czechoslovak amendment had been made by 

the Somali delegation. /,.. 

•MM 
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Mips PSAS (United Kingdom) confirmed that fact. 

Mr.  RODRIGU??'  (Philippines) asked   chat the words  "Due   to the  lack of 

tine" should be insertivi  at the beginning of the second sentence of the text 

pmnoFod by the Czechoslovak delegation. 

Mr.  AL-RIFAE  (Kuwait)  requested  that  the  following should be added  to 

the  second  paragraph of  +,he Czechoslovak text: . on the understanding that the 

Board would be ci von an opportunity t"  review the guideline"  for UNIDO's 

activities each year and  that due account would be te ken of the  recommendations 

of the International Symposium on Industrial Development". 

Mr.  STIBRAVY (United States of America),  supported by Mr.  IKEDA (Japan) 

and Miss DKAo  (United Kinf-aom), expressed reservations with regard  to the third 

and fourth paragraphs of the  text proposed by tne Czechoslovak representative. 

He pointed out that his delegation had not  subscribed to the agreement which had 

been reached in the informal group and that  the Nigerian representative, when 

introducing the draft resolution, had stated that there had been no discussion 

on that peint. 

Mr. W0UL3R0UK (Belgium) said he did not think that interpretative 

details should be  introduced  into the report  so late in the session. 

Mr. MUZIK (Czechoslovakia) pointed cut that the paragraphs  in question 

were a part of what had been agreed upon by the informal croup. 

Mr.  LCPAKOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) reminded members that 

when draft resolution ID/':i/L.17/'Rev.l hed been adopted, it had been agreed that 

the points of disagreement should be included  in the report for purposes of 

interpretation.    That was a decision of the Board and there was no call to 

reconsider it. 

Mr. KOFFI (ivory Coast) recalled that he had recommended that the 

wording "the majority of the Board..." should be used in the two paragraphs in 

question.    He could not agree to the version proposed by the Czechoslovak 

representative. 

Mr. OLUMIDS (Riceria) thought that when introducing the draft 

resolution he had said that the Board should take a decision on the two paragraphs 

in question but that they should not be  included in the text of the resolution. 
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The PRESIDENT said that the agreement reached in the  informal group was 

valid only for those delegations which had subscribed to it.    The reservations 

of the other dtlerations would be  noted in the report. 

Document lD/fl/L.12/Add.9»  as a whole, was approved. 

Document IP/B/L.12/Add.lO 

Mr.  IDKAWV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) requested that the 

draft resolution circulated as document ID/B/L.19 should be added to the list in 

paragraph 3 of the draft resolutions which had not been adopted. 

After an exchange of views in which Mr. AHMED (Pakistan), Mr. MUZIK 

(Czechoslovakia), Mr. RODRIGUEZ (Philippines), Mr. MBAYE    (Guinea), Rapporteur, 
and Mr. FERKANDINI (Peru) took part, the PRESIDENT said that all the draft 

resolutions on which a decision had not been taken must, under the rules of 

procedure, be mentioned in the report. 

Miss PEAS (United Kingdom) asked that the following paragraph should be 

included in the report: 

"One delegation proposed the convening of a resumed session of the Board 

in New York in late September or early October.    The Board heard a statement 

by the Under-Secretary for Conference Services to the effect that such a 

resumed session could be held in the last week of September or the first week 

of October.    However,  the proposal for a resumed session received little 

support and was eventually withdrawn by its sponsor." 

Document IP/B/L.lg/Add.10, as a whole, was approved. 

The report of the Industrial Development Board to the twenty-third session 

of the General Assembly (ID/B/L.12 and Add.1-10), as a whole, was adopted. 

The PRESIDENT thanked the members of the Board,  the Executive Director 

and members of the Secretariat for the co-operation they had given him and declared 

the first session of the Industrial Development Board closed. 

The meeting rose at 6.1+5 p.m. 
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